Chess Arbiters' Crossword

**Poziamo:**

1. Author of the Dutch pairing algorithm
5. Author of the tables for the restricted drawing of lots
6. Author of the pairing algorithm based on ARO
8. Author of the vega chess
9. Author of the file format (TRF) used for delivery rating report to FIDE
11. Author of the pairing algorithm based on tie-breaks criteria
12. FIDE rating
13. Software developer of live chess DGT
15. Author of the jvagafo pairing engine
16. Author of the SwissSys
17. Cumulative mode in the chess clocks
19. Author of the Chess Manager

**Ploowo:**

2. One of the standards for chess pieces
3. One of the most popular tie-break system for round robin tournaments
4. The device used for anti-cheating in chess
7. One of the authors of bbpPairings engine
9. The tie-break system used in round robin tournaments taking into consideration opponents with 50% or more points
10. Delayed mode in the chess clocks
14. One of the most popular tie-break system for swiss tournaments
18. Author of FIDE screening tool for anti-cheating